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Abstract: It is necessary for students to have a deep understanding of knowledge and intelligence. We have been teaching Knowledge and Intelligence course to the students majoring in computer science and artificial intelligence at Northeastern University since 2018. This paper is about the instructional design of the introductory part of the knowledge and intelligence course. We use a question to draw out the significance of the Knowledge and Intelligence course: "When did humans part ways with other animals?" We organize students to debate whether "walking upright" or "using tools" can better distinguish humans from animals. Through the teacher's comments on the debate, students will find that both "walking upright is a sign that distinguishes humans from other animals" or "using tools is a sign that distinguishes humans from other animals" are correct. Their essence is that "knowledge is the mark that distinguishes humans from other animals." Through the exploration and inheritance of knowledge, humans gradually parted ways with other animals. Students will understand the great significance of the Knowledge and Intelligence course by this way.
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1. Introduction

In the new century, people have been hit by both the explosion of knowledge and artificial intelligence. In order to live better in this era, it is necessary for people to have a deep understanding of knowledge and intelligence. Therefore, we have been teaching Knowledge and Intelligence course to the students majoring in computer science and artificial intelligence at Northeastern University since 2018. We plan to write a series of papers summarizing the teaching experience of the past 5 years. This paper is the second in such series, the instructional design of the introductory part of the knowledge and intelligence course.

2. The Significance of Teaching the Knowledge and Intelligence Course

We use a question to draw out the significance of the Knowledge and Intelligence course. The question is: "When did humans part ways with other animals?" "We show students pre-recorded videos for their reference. This video is an excerpt from the science fiction novel Heard the Truth in the Morning. In our experience, students will be greatly inspired by this video as they think about the previous questions.

After watching the video, students are thinking about why "the primitive people who looked up at the stars were great". Then think about "How can a human being look up at the stars?" and so on. After a series of reflections, the students had a deep understanding of the great significance of walking upright.

However, other students believe that the using tools is the mark that distinguishes humans from other animals. We can organize students to debate whether "walking upright" or "using tools" can better distinguish humans from animals.

At the end of the debate, through the teacher's comments, both sides often find that whether it is "walking upright is a sign to distinguish people from other animals" or "using tools is a sign to distinguish people from other animals", the essence of the argument is that "knowledge is the sign to distinguish people from other animals". This leads to the meaning of the Knowledge and Intelligence course. Next, we will introduce the relationship between knowledge and walking upright/using tools, respectively.

3. The Relationship between Upright Walking and Knowledge

Animals other than humans always walk prostrately. They have a limited field of vision. They receive less stimuli from the outside world than humans. Limited sensory stimulation can only produce limited sensory content. It is not possible to make a leap from feeling to thinking.

Millions of years ago, hominids began to walk upright. Their upright state gives them a very good view. The all-round vision allows hominids to obtain rich sensory stimulation and obtain more sensory content. These large amounts of stimuli and information will spark their curiosity. Hominids, who were curious about the world, made a leap from feeling to thinking. Led to hominids' desire to know the knowledge about the world.

In addition, after the transformation of human forelimbs into upper limbs, human running ability is significantly degraded due to the division of labor between hands and feet. Forcing humans to use their upper limbs to solve the existential crisis caused by the deterioration of their running ability. The flexibility of the hands is greatly enhanced. The weak upper limbs have an unprecedented ability to refine movements. The complex hand-brain coordination has made the corresponding control ability of the brain have been exercised unprecedentedly. Hands that become more dexterous and a brain that become more flexible promote feeling, thinking, exploring, re-feeling, re-thinking, and re-exploring.

4. The Relationship between Using Tools and Knowledge

Different species evolve in different ways. The evolution
of animals other than humans is adaptive evolution. Human evolution is a confrontational evolution. The evolution of human resistance is accomplished by understanding the world and transforming the world. Human beings cannot blindly confront nature, but must start by understanding the objective laws and transform the world without violating the objective laws. Humans can't use the power of their limbs alone to transform the world, they need tools.

Humans build tools based on knowledge and integrate knowledge into the tools. When using tools, you don't need to have a deep understanding of the knowledge in the tool, you just need to master the rules of using the tool. Human beings rely on tools to pass on knowledge and transform individual knowledge into human public knowledge. The inheritance of knowledge has led to the explosive evolution of human beings. Not being able to use tools has kept other animals from evolving much slower than humans.

5. Conclusion

We use a question to draw out the significance of the Knowledge and Intelligence course: "When did humans part ways with other animals?" We organize students to debate whether "walking upright" or "using tools" can better distinguish humans from animals.

Through the teacher's comments on the debate, students will find that both "walking upright is a sign that distinguishes humans from other animals" or "using tools is a sign that distinguishes humans from other animals" are correct. Their essence is that "knowledge is the mark that distinguishes humans from other animals." Through the exploration and inheritance of knowledge, humans gradually parted ways with other animals. Students will understand the great significance of the Knowledge and Intelligence course by this way.
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